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abstract
This research\(^1\) explored the effectiveness and practicability of LS in the Dutch educational context. Therefore, we built a theoretical model describing (1) factors influencing participation and implementation of LS, (2) participation in the LS process itself, (3) pathways of change and (4) outcomes for teachers and pupils. Our research questions were: which outcomes has participation in LS? which pathways of change lead to these outcomes? which elements in the LS process get the pathways of change going? which factors hinder or stimulate teachers’ participation in LS? The research consisted of two parts: a literature review and a case study. For the literature review, we recorded 57 international studies about LS. For the case study, during two years we gathered quantitative and qualitative data from some 30 teachers of Dutch and mathematics from 12 secondary schools in two cross-school PLC’s. Results of both the literature review and the case study confirm the theoretical model: the quality of teaching and learning increases via new knowledge and insights, and increased professional community. The four LS features seem to enhance these pathways of change. Important promoting factors are teacher motivation, facilitation, support by the school management and time.

\(^1\) Funded by The Netherlands Initiative for Educational Research (NRO) (project 405-15-726). The publication of De Vries, Roorda and Van Veen (2017) is the basis for this short paper.
Introduction
Lesson Study (LS hereafter in this paper) is a powerful professional development approach for teachers within and outside Japan (e.g. reviews of Xu & Pedder, 2014 and Huang & Shimizu, 2016). LS in the Netherlands is a relatively new approach for teacher learning and is rapidly spreading. However promising a new professional development initiative might be, an empirical base in a new context is required, since the question is always about to what extent it can be replicated elsewhere. The application of LS in the Dutch context is not self-evident, because standard professional development practices in the Netherlands are mostly top-down imposed quick fix and one shot workshops, conferences and seminars, and to a lesser degree teacher directed, practice based collaboration and research (OnderwijSCOöperatie, 2016). Besides, student-orientation is no common practice for Dutch teachers (De Vries et al., 2013), and just as in other Western European countries work pressure in schools is high (Inspectie van het Onderwijs, 2016). This brings us to the purpose of this paper where we plan to explore the potential of LS for the Dutch context: what is the effectiveness and practicability of Lesson Study in the Dutch educational context?

Theoretical model for teacher learning in Lesson Study
Lewis et al. (2009) built a theoretical model, based on Desimone (2009), to investigate the mechanisms by which LS can be effectively used for instructional improvement outside of Japan. The model includes four LS features (investigation, planning, research lesson, and reflection), and three pathways through which LS improves instruction: changes in teachers’ knowledge and beliefs; changes in professional community; and changes in teaching-learning resources. Firstly, the model posits that LS makes various types of knowledge more visible, thereby enabling teachers to encounter new or different ideas, and to refine their knowledge, according to cognitive learning theories. Secondly, the model posits that LS enables teachers to strengthen professional community, and to build the norms and tools needed for instructional improvement, as situated theories of learning propose (Lewis et al., 2009: 286). Research based on this theoretical model by Lewis et al. (2009) yielded evidence that the LS work affected each of the three pathways, and provided an ‘existence proof’ of the potential effectiveness of LS in the US context.

However, for successful implementation of professional development activities in teaching practice, all sorts of personal, interpersonal, and conditional factors have to be respected (Kooy & Van Veen, 2012). That is why to this theoretical model we added a conditional part with factors that can foster or hinder the performance of the LS-process. We
based this conditional part of the theoretical model on the Reasoned Action Approach (Fishbein, 2008), combining two empirically tested theories, the theory of Reasoned Action and the theory of Planned Behavior. This theory posits that the only and best predictor that somebody, in our case the teacher, is going to perform a certain behavior, in our case LS, is the teachers’ intention to perform this behavior. The teacher’s intention is determined by three factors: 1) teacher’s positive or negative disposition towards LS; 2) the perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform LS, and 3) teachers’ self-efficacy towards performing LS. Besides, the teachers’ actual knowledge and skills and the actual conditional factors are conditional to perform LS. The conditional factors can be divided in three categories (Thurlings & Den Brok, 2014):
1) LS-related factors, including the organization of LS, given guide lines, group size and group composition, and the role of the facilitator;
2) interpersonal, collaboration-related factors such as mutual trust and team leadership (Salas et al., 2005);
3) school structural and school cultural related factors pertaining to practical support of the school with regard to time and schedule issues, and to social support by the school management.

The model as whole posits that teachers who, - having the right intention, sufficient knowledge and skills and under the right conditions - perform LS, that they improve their teaching via the three pathways of change which eventually will result in improved pupil learning and pupil commitment.

**Research questions**
The main research question in this study (what is the effectiveness and practicability of Lesson Study in the Dutch educational context?) has been subdivided in the following research questions:

1. Which outcomes has participation in LS?
2. Which pathways of change lead to these outcomes?
3. Which elements in the LS process get the pathways of change going?
4. Which factors hinder or stimulate teachers’ participation in LS?
Method
The research consisted of two parts: a literature review and a case study. For the literature review, we built on Xu and Pedder (2014), and recorded 57 international studies about LS between 2013 - 2016. See Table 1 for the characteristics and Appendix 1 for the references of the 57 studies.
**Table 1**: Overview of the characteristics of the 57 international studies 2013-2016.

| Geographical spread | North America: 15 (US, Canada)  
Asia: 14 (Malaysia, Philippines, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore and China)  
Europe: 27 (UK, Ireland, Norway, Spain, Netherlands)  
Africa: 1  
Australia: 1 |
|---------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| School settings     | Initial teacher education: 18  
Primary education: 19  
Secondary education: 25  
Higher education: 1 |
| Subjects            | Mathematics: 35  
Science: 7  
English: 7  
Humanities: 5  
Languages: 6 |
| Theoretical model   | Outcomes: 9  
Pathways of change: 37  
Process: 25  
Factors: 33 |
| Type of research    | Type 1: 23  
Type 2: 30  
Type 3: 4 |

Notes:
1. The numbers most of the times add up to more than 57, because a study sometimes concerns more countries, school settings, subjects or elements of the theoretical model.
2. The division in types of research relates to Borko (2004):
   type 1: research of one intervention in one setting.
   type 2: research of one intervention in several settings with several facilitators.
   type 3: research of several interventions in several settings with several facilitators.

Compared to the review of Xu and Pedder (2014), recently more studies have been written in the European context, for example at the university of Stavanger (Norway), university of Leicester (UK), university of Exeter (England), and the Dutch university of Twente.

For the case study, during two years we gathered and analyzed quantitative (paper questionnaire after each LS-cycle) and qualitative data (an interview each school year) from 32 teachers of Dutch and mathematics (14 teachers of Dutch (1 male, 13 female) and 18
teachers of mathematics (seven male, eleven female) from 12 secondary schools in two cross-school PLC’s and who performed four LS-cycles. The teachers were quite motivated and willing to participate in the PLC’s.

**Results**
Findings are presented according to the above mentioned research questions.

*Which outcomes has participation in LS?*
In the literature review, we found positive effects on teaching (studies 1, 13, 14, 25, 31, 34, 37), and also on pupils (studies 16 and 22).

Also in the case study teachers reported more often small, but sometimes big changes in their teaching practice.

*Which pathways of change lead to these outcomes?*
In the literature review, 29 studies reported that teachers developed all sorts of knowledge and insights in the domains of subject matter content, pedagogical content knowledge and pedagogics (in studies 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 29, 31, 32, 33, 37, 44, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 56, 57). Seven studies report explicitly more insight in pupils’ learning processes and more focus on pupils’ capacities and learning needs (studies 4, 6, 8, 20, 23, 33, 57).

Eight studies report improved collaboration of teachers (1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 38, 42, 43, 52).
In only one study (study 16), the teaching learning resources are mentioned as pathway of change.

Also in the case study, teachers report all sorts of knowledge and insights, an improved understanding of pupils, increased ‘professional community’, and more insights in teaching learning resources.

*Which elements in the LS process get the pathways of change going?*
In the literature review, all four LS features (investigation (studies 16 and 17), investigation, planning (studies 5, 6, 12, 23, 24, 25, 35), research lesson (studies 16, 24, 29, 31, 47, 48), and reflection (studies 1, 17, 24, 29, 36, 38) were found to enhance teacher learning. The combination of the four features was also mentioned to enhance teacher learning, as well as the integration of theory and practice (studies 21, 28, 37, 48, 53).
Also in the case study, all four LS features were considered as useful and feasible. However, teachers found investigation and planning difficult.

*Which factors hinder or stimulate teachers’ participation in LS?*

In the literature review, 33 studies report on stimulating and hindering factors at different levels. At the individual teacher level, teacher motivation and voluntariness are stimulating (studies 11, 30 and 6), and absence of motivation and traditional beliefs about education are hindering (studies 3 and 7, 8, 34).

At the level of the LS-process, facilitation and the presence of an expert or knowledgeable other are helpful (studies 9, 12, 23, 30, 44, 51, 56, 57).

At the interpersonal level, a form of dialogic space enhances teacher learning (study 36).

At the school level, the time factor (3, 8, 23, 25, 30) and support of the school management (studies 22, 25, 39) are stimulating.

In the case study, stimulating factors were teachers’ positive attitude as well as the facilitation by the teacher educators, the collaboration in the teams, and the time scheduled on Friday afternoon. Hindering factors for some teachers were the team composition and the lack of support by the school management.

**Conclusion and discussion**

The main research question in this study was: what is the effectiveness and practicability of Lesson Study in the Dutch educational context? Both the literature review and the case study reveal that Lesson Study can lead to changed teaching behavior. The pathways of change mentioned in many studies as well as in the case study are knowledge, attitude, views and insights of teachers in the field of subject matter content, pedagogical content knowledge and pedagogics and the thinking and learning of pupils. In addition, participation in Lesson Study appears to promote commitment and solidarity with colleagues. The role of teaching-learning material as a change mechanism appears to be small. All four features, investigation, planning, research lesson, and reflection, appear to encourage the pathways of change among teachers. Promoting factors are motivated teachers, good support in the Lesson Study process, an open discussion climate in the team, and organized time and explicit support from the school leadership.
The theoretical model seems to be confirmed by both the international literature review as the case study in the Dutch context, and provides as such an ‘existence proof’ of the potential effectiveness of LS in the Dutch context. However, little evidence has been found for the role of teaching learning resources as a pathway for teacher change. Although a single study refers to this, it is the question of whether this pathway of change should be explicitly included in the framework.

As stated before, our literature review builds on the review of Xu and Pedder (2014), and confirms the outcomes of LS and its promoting and prohibiting factors. Compared to Xu and Pedder, recently more process studies have been published (7% of the studies in 2014, versus 35% of the studies now). This gives us more insight in the mechanisms of the LS-process (e.g. Warwick et al., 2016). On the other hand, there is still little attention to collaborative aspects in the context of LS. Xu and Pedder found that it was often small-scale, qualitative research based on self-reports. Except for a single study (study 16) this is still the case.

LS has been a successful professionalization approach in Japan for decades. Looking at the research conducted in Western countries, LS also seems to be a promising professionalization approach. However, this has not yet been investigated in a large scale and experimental way with a Borko type 3 research design that explores and compares multiple interventions at multiple schools (Borko, 2004). The question is also whether such a research design is really needed or that we can learn sufficiently in our Dutch context on the basis of a so-called local proof route, learning from what works on the basis of repeated embodiments in various contexts using Borko type 1 and especially type 2 designs: LS performed in multiple locations, supervised by various facilitators.

In addition to the outcomes question, interesting and important themes for future research are in line with the theoretical framework:

Firstly, the motivation of teachers for LS: how are teachers who are moderately or not motivated to learn to move towards constructive participation in LS? Based on self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000), features of LS are likely to contribute to the motivation of teachers for professional development. What elements are this and how can this be strengthened?

Secondly, the collaboration and facilitation in the context of LS: how can collaborative aspects be influenced to optimize learning? And how can a facilitator contribute to this?
Thirdly, the introduction and sustainable organization and embedding of LS as organizational routine in the school (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Spillane, Sherer & Parise, 2011): in the Japanese context, LS is a self-evident part of the work of teachers, and it is experienced by teachers as an organizational routine. In many Western schools, collaboration between teachers, how much highly desired, often is not experienced as direct functional for their own teaching. The dominant nature of the organization of schools (teachers are each responsible for their own classes and classes) largely explains that a culture of individualistic functioning is maintained. In this very different context from Japan, it is interesting to investigate how LS, which is experienced by teachers as a meaningful way of working together, can be organized in such a way that it is becoming a more self-evident part of the work of teachers. This requires research on how LS at schools is organized at both meso and micro level and is experienced by teachers as a functional and more obvious part of their work.

Lesson Study seems to have a huge potential to support and stimulate teacher learning processes. However, whether it will be effective in the Dutch context will depend largely on the realization of the promoting factors.
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